Host of Angels

A Decorative Hanging

Materials:
dark blue paper (construction or cover stock)
yellow or gold paper (construction or cover stock)
white paint
thin string or thread, approximately 24” long
sponge or stiff brush

Directions:
1. Using the outline below create a stencil by cutting out all the white areas, you can transfer the picture to heavy paper or quilter’s plastic if you want your stencil to be more durable.
2. Using the white paint, stencil angels onto the dark blue paper. This is done by placing the stencil on top of the dark blue paper and then dabbing paint in the cut out areas with a sponge or stiff brush.
3. Glue the angels onto the end of the string.
4. Cut a star out of the yellow or gold paper.
5. Glue the star onto the string a few inches above the angels, leaving enough string to hang it by.